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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1. Introduction
The management of a digital library (DL) system and the
end-user experience are often seen as two separate roles, and
consequently implemented as two different software components.
This can lead to unintentional inefficiencies in the maintenance of
the software. The main alternative — which treats the two roles
more uniformly — is to deliver the management interface through
the web browser in addition to the end-user interface. In DL
systems that adopt this approach, however, the web interface
delivers a rigid workflow, tailored for a specific purpose, such as
metadata assignment and document ingest for an institutional
repository.

While this provides a more efficient and streamlined

system in terms of software maintenance, the overall functionality is
more limited than with the former approach.
The hypothesis to this thesis is, can general purpose DL
software architecture be designed to provide a flexible environment
that supports both the management and end-user roles through a
single unified web interface? In particular we take the collected
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correspondence of the Māori scholar Dr. Pei Jones and undertake
case study of how this approach can be applied in a practical way.
As inspiration, we take blogging software as an exemplar of a
social media driven approach to content creation and curation that
utilizes a single web interface. A traditional DL is designed in a
manner where the end-user has read-only access to the repository
(Figure 1). The Librarian or Curator uses a management console
which is usually installed locally and the end-user is presented with
a web interface to search and view the documents. This restricted
access — in contrast with blogging software — prevents them from
contributing or correcting content.

Figure 1: General Purpose Digital Library

Institutional repositories are characterised by fixed web
interface workflows (Figure 2). Here the Librarian or Curator is
again often conceptually modelled as a single user. However, this
time end-users have access to contribute, making it a bidirectional
relationship with the content stored in the repository.
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Figure 2: Institutional Repository

By combining a general purpose DL architecture with the
web-interface approach of an institutional repository architecture —
tempered by ideas of social media such as blogging software — this
work seeks to derive a cohesive web based interface (Figure 3) for
multiple users and librarians to access and share information
simultaneously. This improves the flexibility of the various software
components and provides a streamlined workflow.

Librarian /
Curator

End User

Repository

Figure 3: Proposed Flexible Web Based Digital Library
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1.2. Requirements
A detailed consideration of the user requirements led to the
development of a customized framework which was built to include
the following features:

(i)

Batch-driven ingest

(ii)

Web-browser activated ingest

(iii)

Born-digital document creation

(iv)

Document delete

(v)

Document merge

(vi)

Document metadata editing

(vii)

Document structure editing

(viii)

Workflow control of document creation and editing

Batch-driven ingest – This is the process of ingesting typically large
volumes of digital content and its corresponding metadata
instigated from the command-line. Such a capability ensures a
consistent structure is rapidly formed (repeatable on demand)
across the collection and reduces the manual process which would
otherwise be time consuming and labour intensive.
Web-browser activated ingest – This is the process of ingesting
documents using the web-browser interface and enables the
authorized user to have full control of the documents. Changes,
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enhancements and corrections to individual documents can be made
quickly.
Born-digital document creation – This is the process of creating and
managing direct-to-digital content with a systematic method of
maintaining this information. The increasing use of paperless
content requires the continuous digital preservation, storage and
archival of this content and the visibility of this information by
searching and viewing from different platforms.
Document delete – The ability to remove a document in a
collection directly from the web interface. This would enable the
management of the collection from a unified front-end. For
example, incorrect or older versions of a document have to be
removed from the collection to keep it up-to-date. Thus, providing
users the option to delete documents from a browser improves the
ease of use and saves time.
Document merge – The flexibility in managing the collection by
allowing the users to merge different sections and sub-sections of
the document, allowing the content to be organized in a seamless
manner. This feature will enable the assembly of documents in a
structured manner and changes to this structure can be done easily
by using a web interface. The merge action can be performed using
drag and drop mouse actions.
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Document metadata editing – This enhances the system by
providing the ability to edit metadata. The system should also
automatically populate the metadata for selected fields. For
example, any inconsistencies in the collection can be easily
identified by viewing the metadata elements grouped together from
the web browser.
Document structure editing – This provides additional functionality
to the system by enabling the structure of the document to be
edited from the web browser. For example, by viewing and
manipulating the structure of the document in a controlled manner
provides a simplified process of editing the structure while
maintaining the rules defined by the collection.
Workflow control of document creation and editing – This provides
a system workflow based on a shared concept to actively contribute
to the content and provide a mechanism for actioning on these
requests. This framework would enable the creation, storage and
distribution of collective data by implementing a workflow control.
The general aim of this work is to develop a digital library
software infrastructure that meets these requirements. More
specifically, a case study is undertaken based on the digitized
correspondence of Dr. Pei Te Hurinui Jones, which comprise of
manuscripts, photos and documents. This is done to test the design
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of the software infrastructure in a practical setting. More details
about this scholar and his prominence in Māoridom are presented in
Chapter 4.

1.3. Approach
As remarked in the introduction, general purpose digital
library software solutions implement the management of content
through specially developed sub-systems. These sub-systems are
typically separate from the implementation of the main end-user
interface, which has the unfortunate side-effect of duplicating much
functionality.
The premise for this project was to see if editable metadata
and annotations embodied in the software architecture approach
shown in Figure 3 used in combination with the searching and
browsing capabilities normally associated with the end-user
interface can be used internally by digital libraries, archivists and
curators to manage and enrich content.

1.4. Synopsis
The structure of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we review
widely used open source digital library and content management
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software: DSpace,1 EPrints,2 Fedora,3 Greenstone,4 SilverStripe5 and
review their strengths and weaknesses in terms of the requirements
of this project, leading to the decision to base the implementation
work on Greenstone. In Chapter 3 we review the design and
implementation

with

a

detailed

study

of

the

Greenstone

architecture. Chapter 4 explains the stages of developing the Pei
Jones collection. Chapter 5 provides a summary of the evaluation
and librarians’ specific view on the developed Pei Jones collection.
Chapter 6 provides the conclusions and ideas for future work.

1
2
3
4
5

http://www.dspace.org/
http://www.eprints.org/
http://fedora-commons.org/
http://www.greenstone.org/
http://www.silverstripe.com/
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Chapter 2: Background

In this chapter, we discuss the technology behind a
representative selection of digital libraries software architectures.
We elaborate on the studies comparing the common features and
differences between these systems to help identify how well each
aligns with the requirements of this project.

2.1. Walkthrough of a DSpace Digital Library
DSpace6 is an open source software package that was
designed to manage the published outputs of institutions and
organizations. It was designed to collect and preserve different kinds
of digital materials such as multimedia, videos and texts, with the
data being arranged as groups of community collections. It was
collaboratively developed by MIT and HP and was first released in
2002. DSpace has been used widely by universities and libraries.
Figure 4 shows the home page to one such DSpace repository.7
On the left, there are four options for end-users to browse for
information like issue date, author, title and subject in addition to
the communities and collections page.
6
7

https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSPACE/EndUserFaq
http://demo.dspace.org
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Th
he docum
ment infoormation page usu
ually conntains sev
veral
metadata items to
o describee the resou
urce and its
i contennts.

Figu
gure 4: DSp
Space dem
monstration
n website
DS
Space is aimed
a
at tthe acadeemic mark
ket and is positioneed as
a tool for
f
electrronic self--publicatiion and storage oof intellecctual
output from
f
univeersities w ith capab
bilities for handlingg a wide range
of digitaal works. DSpace
D
is designed to capturre digital content, store
s
informattion securrely, main
ntain ind
dexes, preeserve thee informa
ation
and enab
ble redistrribution oof digital material
m
in variouss formats. The
structuree of an ex
xample m
metadata record8 within DSppace is sh
hown
in Figuree 5.

8

http://dem
mo.dspace.orrg/xmlui/han
ndle/10673/6177
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Figure 5: A Sam
mple metad
data recorrd in DSppace
Th
he widesp
pread avaiilability and
a usage of digitall content over
the pastt decade has meaant that the stora
age, mannagement and
distributtion of this informaation for research purposes
p
has becom
me a
time con
nsuming and
a labourr intensiv
ve task. Th
he burdenn of mana
aging
this has become in
ncreasinglly tougherr for the education
e
al instituttions
and reseearch centres to d
do on theeir own. DSpace
D
iss intended to
provide a basic yet
y fully fu
functional system to
t supportt these neeeds.
This hass led to th
he develop
pment of a system founded oon supporrt for
the fun
nctions th
hat a reesearch organizati
o
ion needds while still
preservin
ng its sim
mplicity. Even th
hough DSpace emeerged from a
research backgrou
und it hass also been
n used in productioon and pro
oject
environm
ments. Fig
gure 6 illlustrates a samplee workflow
w 9 of DS
Space
DL. The workflo
ow receivves a new
w submisssion andd the useer is
prompteed to prov
vide a deetailed description of the it em. The user
can then
n upload the relateed file wh
hich is th
hen verifieed and ad
dded
9

http://libraries.mit.edu/dspace-mitt/build/index
x.html
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into the collection by the curator of the co
ollection. The user can
then view
w the sum
mmary and
d details of
o the collection.

Figure
F
6: Workflow
w of DSpaace DL
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The main roles of DSpace are:
 The ability to seamlessly import digital content into the
repository with metadata information.
 Enable centralized access to this content via browse lists,
metadata based searching and in the case of HTML and PDF
access through full text searching.
 Ensure that all the digital assets are securely preserved in the
data repository
DSpace uses the Dublin Core standard [1] to store metadata
and exchange information with other systems. DSpace uses a fixed
metadata standard across all its collections.

2.2. Walkthrough of an EPrints Digital Library
The EPrints 10 digital library software is an

open source

application designed to manage digital repositories and (like
DSpace) is mainly used for institutional repositories. EPrints was
first released in 2000 and is used as a free open access application.
EPrints is designed to preserve literature, scientific data and theses.
The structure of EPrints encourages content creators to digitize
their work and build digital repositories rather than using physical
ones. This digital library software was developed at the School of
10

http://www.eprints.org
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Electron
nics and Computer
C
Science, University
U
y of Southhampton, UK.
Figure 7 shows the EPrin
nts reposittory wherre the useer can bro
owse
for inform
mation by
y year, su
ubject, div
vision and author.

Figu
ure 7: EPr
Prints dem
monstration
on websitee
Doocuments can be up
ploaded to the EPrrints repoository usiing a
web inteerface. Once the rrepository
y becomes a data providerr, its
digital materials
m
can
c be sh
hared on the
t Intern
net over O
Open Arch
hives
Initiativee Protoccol for M
Metadata Harvestiing (OAII-PMH).

11

It

supportss any kind
d of metaadata sch
hema and allows uusers to define
the hierarchical structures
s
s for searrching an
nd viewinng documeents.
EPrints can store any kkind of digital material.
m
EPrints was
developeed as a Web
W
baseed and coommand line baseed applica
ation
written in
i Perl.

11

http://wiiki.eprints.org/w/Synchroonize_your_rrepository_via
a_OAI-PMH
H
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EPrints uses its own internal format to store the metadata
which is different from most other DL systems. EPrints can store
multiple archives within a single instance and also supports
multiple DLs running on a single instance.
A demonstration of the application12 from the EPrints website
was used for comparing the feature sets. A sample workflow of the
EPrints system is shown in Figure 8. The workflow consists of five
stages. The first stage is to select the type of document, e.g. article,
book, thesis etc. The document is then uploaded followed by the
details about the document. The document is then categorised
based on subject and finally deposited for review.

12

http://www.eprints.org/software
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Fig
igure 8: W
Workflow of
o EPrintss System
ne of the distinguisshing feattures13 of EPrints
E
iss its abilitty to
On
be customized and
d configurred, especcially with
h respect tto the sub
bject
hierarchy
y. This hierarchy
h
creates a searchable archivve which can
13

http://wiiki.eprints.org/w/EPrintss_Manual
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then be viewed on any platform. The EPrints workflow uses a
powerful web based front end for the submission of digital content.
Documents can be uploaded directly or as compressed zip files
which are extracted on the server automatically. The content which
is to be imported can also be mirrored directly from a website by
specifying the source URL and save the custom metadata associated
with it. The structure and integrity of the metadata fields is
managed by supervisors who then tag this to the author’s record.
All documents and papers submitted through this process go
through a moderation process which is then processed as per the
pre-defined workflow. The workflow can also be triggered from the
web interface.

2.3. Walkthrough of a Fedora Digital Library
The Fedora 14 digital library
Object

Repository

Architecture)

(Flexible
was

Extensible

developed

at

Digital
Cornell

University. The primary use of this digital library software tool is
for the storage, management and publication of digital content.
Fedora was developed based on the Kahn-Wilensky Framework [2].
In

this

framework,

there

are

defined

basic

elements

and

components. The user interface and repositories have been
separated in the architecture. The operations for storing and

14

http://fedora-commons.org/download/2.1/userdocs/tutorials/tutorial1.pdf
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accessingg digital objects through a Repository Acccess Prottocol
(RAP) have
h
been provided
d in each repository
r
.
Figure 9 sh
hows thee browse collection
n feature of a Feedora
repositorry. The user can
n browsee for infformation by titlee or
customizzed catego
ories such as author, departm
ment, studdents etc.

Figgure 9: Fed
edora demo
monstration
n website

Th
he Fedora
a project was deveeloped wiith a mullti-tier serrvice
structuree15 as its primary ffocus and
d was desiigned to integrate into
an open architectu
ure frameework. The various functionss of the diigital
library were
w
segregated in
nto services with custom
c
usser interfaces.
The coree services [3] of the Fedora digital
d
librrary softw
ware are:
15

http://eccommons.library.cornell.ed
du
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 Repository services
 Index services
 Collection services
 Naming services
 User-interface services
These core services are combined together as per the
requirement to form a complete and usable digital library system.
All content in the Fedora repository is managed as individual data
objects. These data objects are made up of components of data
streams which contain the digital content with the related
metadata. There is no defined limit to the number of metadata
items that can be stored in a data object. These objects are linked
to each other in defined relationships which form an interconnected
web of meaningful information. Figure 10 shows the administration
tool console 16 which can be used to upload, search and retrieve,
modify and purge data objects.

16

http://fedora-commons.org/download/2.0/userdocs/client/admin-gui/index.html
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Fig
igure 10: F
Fedora ad
dministrattion tool
n XML ffile contaiining
Eaach data object is representted by an
informattion about the phyysical and
d virtual location. This enssures
that the library co
onsistentlly remainss robust and
a reliablle. All acttions
performeed on the objectss are loggged systeematicallyy providin
ng a
completee audit trrail of th
he XML files.
f
At any pointt in timee the
repositorry can bee rebuilt and recoonstructed
d to its original form
using th
he XML files and
d there iss a requirement ffor a speecific
applicatiion or dattabase sysstem to manage
m
thiis.
Th
he data objects hold thee metadata and content with
intertwin
ned relatiionships, tthe digitaal objects can be ccustomizeed to
support varied scchemes wiith multip
ple contexts. Thesse objects can
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also exisst indepen
ndently w
without beeing depen
ndant on each otheer or
without any partiicular cataalogue.
Figure 11 sh
hows a cu
ustomized
d implementation o f the Fed
dora17
system where
w
thee users caan search or browsse for colllections using
u
the left menu. The resultss and colllection deetails are displayed
d on
the rightt pane.

Figu
ure 11: Sam
mple Impl
plementatiion of Fed
dora Digita
tal Library
y
17

http://dll.tufts.edu/
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2.4. Walkthrough of SilverStripe CMS
SilverStripe 18 is
Management

System

an

open

[4].

It

is

source

web

based

being

used

by

Content

businesses,

governments and non-profit organisations. SilverStripe can be used
to build internet and intranet based websites as well as web
applications with customized design, content workflows, and
integration of social functions. SilverStripe is based on the PHP5
programming framework. The flexible framework enables the user
to customize the site while still maintaining its security features,
workflow and support for creating sub-sites.
SilverStripe

uses

a

template

based

object

oriented

architecture and includes an external module to authenticate with
external sources outside SilverStripe. The data-objects and the
corresponding mapping to the underlying database are hard-coded
since the developers have chosen a convention based system rather
than a configuration based one by using logical and meaningful
placement of files and directories. To manage files and images,
SilverStripe recommends using the Data Object Module rather than
the out-of-box system.
Figure 12 illustrates some of the features of SilverStripe which
provide editing, uploading and blogging capabilities to the
application. The screenshots show the web based content editor, file
18

http://www.silverstripe.org/introduction/
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managem
ment conssole and workflow managem
ment syst em. The user
can creaate and upload
u
thee contentt using th
he contennt editor. The
collection
ns, files and folders can
n be ma
anaged ussing the file
managem
ment conssole. Workkflow around comm
ments andd approva
als is
managed
d using th
he workfloow manageement sysstem.

Figure 12:
1 Sample
le Impleme
mentation of
o SilverSt
Stripe
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2.5. Walkthrough of a Greenstone Digital Library
The Greenstone digital library is a software suite for building
and distributing digital library collections [5]. Apart from being a
digital repository, Greenstone is also commonly used as a tool for
building customized digital libraries that hold different types of
data. One of its key features is the ability to adapt the end-user
interface depending on the type of information to be organized and
published. All the digital content stored within Greenstone’s data
store is searchable using full-text indexes. A varied set of digital
collections can be created and managed within Greenstone. The
administrative

functions

build

into

Greenstone

enables

authenticated users to build, preserve and manage these digital
collections.
The Greenstone Librarian Interface (GLI) is a graphical user
interface application written in Java. Its primary use is to build and
manage digital collections. There are three modes within GLI:
Expert mode, Librarian mode and the Librarian Assistant mode,
which control the level of detail displayed within the interface.
Figure 13 illustrates the workflow involved in building the
MGDemo collection using GLI. There are six basic activities that
can be performed using GLI, namely: Download, Gather, Enrich,
Design, Create and Format [5]. The download tab is used to
download documents from an external source into the collection and
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the Gather tab is used to collect documents when creating or
updating a collection. Metadata can be added to the collection from
the Enrich panel. The full-text indexes and structure of browsing
can be managed from the Design tab. When the collection is built
the progress and status is displayed in the Create tab. The Format
tab is used for formatting the collections appearance.

26

Figurre 13: Buiilding a de
demo collecction in Greenstone
G
ne using th
he
Liibrarian Interface
In
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Th
he Greensstone digiital librarry softwarre containns a pow
werful
and cusstomizablee searchin
ng and browsing module. The diigital
objects are
a segreg
gated intoo sectionss and cha
apters for indexing and
retrieval. When a documen
nt is addeed to the library,
l
itts metada
ata is
extracted
d

and

processed
d

autom
matically

within

the

sysstem.

Greenstoone comes pre-pacckaged wiith plugin
ns for moost comm
monly
used doccument formats.
f
U
Users witth program
mming exxperience can
also add
d addition
nal plugin
ns to Grreenstone. Figure 114 shows the
method of brow
wsing colllections in
i Green
nstone. T
The user can
customizze the browsing op
ptions su
uch as bro
owse by title, sub
bject,
organisation etc.

Figuree 14: Greeenstone demonstrat
de
tion websi
site
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Figure 15 sh
hows the documentt view of the
t collecction when
n the
article iss selected by clickin
ng on it. The docu
ument view
w can con
ntain
text, imaages and other
o
conttent as crreated by the user.

Figure 15: Greennstone coll
llection doocument vview
Grreenstone 3 is th
he latest version of this ssoftware. The
software is fully customiza
c
able and has
h a modular dessign structture.
One of the key fea
atures of the new version
v
is the abilitty to main
ntain
its flexib
ble functio
onality wh
hile at thee same tim
me remainning backw
ward
compatib
ble with previous
p
vversions. The codee base forr the softw
ware
has been
n fully rew
written in Java. The new software alsoo uses Ap
pache
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Axis SOAP19 (Simple Object Access Protocol) which enables servers
located across the globe to serve the same content in a distributed
manner.

19

http://axis.apache.org/axis/java/index.html
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2.6. Properties of Digital Libraries
The table below compares the properties of the various DL and a representative content management system,
which we now discuss.

Command
Line

Collection Management
Software

DOM

Full Text
Search

End-User
Web
Interface

Metadata
Sets

DSpace



Fixed workflow

Attached to top
level



Moderate

Restricted

EPrints



Fixed workflow

Not Available



Moderate

General

Fedora



Desktop workflow
supporting remote access

Uses Fedora object
model



No Interface

General

Greenstone



Desktop & Flexible
management, Remote
access through GLI

Document object
model



Highly
Configurable

General

SilverStripe



Fixed workflow

Integrates into
DOM



Moderate

Restricted

Table 1: Properties of various DL
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The Table 1 clearly identifies Greenstone DL as being the
closest choice to the requirement stated in Section 1.2. We can also
identify that DSpace, EPrints and SilverStripe use a fixed workflow
management system while Greenstone and Fedora have a flexible
management system with the ability to be remotely accessed. All
the DLs except SilverStripe provide (sometimes requiring a third
party extension) full text search capabilities and a command line
interface. SilverStripe provides a good interface for content creation
but lacks flexibility in managing metadata sets.
Among the DLs discussed above, the two that stand apart
from the others based on the feature set are Fedora and
Greenstone. However, Fedora (as provided) lacks a turn-key user
interface and the effort involved to create one would be timeconsuming.

2.7. Strengths and Weaknesses across all DL systems
Apart from the features of DSpace discussed in Section 2.6,
its hard-coded reliance on Dublin core metadata is a severe
restriction. Another limitation of DSpace is that it has been
designed for organizations that have a centralized computing
infrastructure.
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The limitation of the EPrints digital library software on the
other hand is its design. The digital library is primarily intended for
scientific and academic publications where digital content is not
added or modified often. This system uses statically generated pages
even though it supports multiple archives under a single instance.
When digital content is added or modified within a repository, the
changes become visible only after the user interface is regenerated
(static pages). Therefore there is a delay between editing and
publishing of a digital object which may not be ideal in some
situations.
While the Fedora digital library has many of the sought after
features, as discussed in Section 2.6, it does not have a dedicated
module to manage item level hierarchical security and a
customizable user interface. Fedora provides a foundation to build
customized schemes for different uses, but does not provide a
complete singular solution, which was one of the key requirements
for this project. Although Fedora can store and access any type of
digital content it does not provide the level of flexibility across the
whole information schema.
SilverStripe utilizes a fixed mapping between the underlying
database and object-model which is not appropriate for all users.
Setting up an interface layer to the different databases within
SilverStripe’s data-object design will enable it to connect to other
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applications, however this method of configuring the system is still
under development. One of the limitation of SilverStripe is that it
does not support a command-line ingest process. SilverStripe
provides a workflow based comments tracking system when
comments posted by users go through an approval process before
being published.
Greenstone is designed with simplicity at its core. It can be
used by anyone with even basic computer skills and can be installed
on personal computers and within organizations large or small. One
of the main advantages of Greenstone that stands out is that while
most of the other library systems need the user to identify the
metadata information when adding digital content, Greenstone’s
architecture is based on a plugin based system which enables this to
be automatically performed, in addition to manually assigned values
making it dynamic and customizable.
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Chapter 3: Design and Implementation

In this chapter, we discuss the various new features that were
developed based on the requirements and how this was integrated
with the base Greenstone 3 system. To set the screen for this
discussion, we start with a review of the Greenstone architecture.

3.1. Review of Greenstone Architecture
3.1.1. Overview
The architecture of Greenstone 3 20 has evolved over time
using the experience gained from building the previous versions and
by researching other open source software applications and projects.
Greenstone 3 uses a combination of Java Servlet technology, XML21
(Extensible Markup Language) and XSLT22 (Extensible Stylesheet
Language Transformations) to deliver the digital library interface to
the end-users. Greenstone has a built-in access control mechanism
which manages the authentication for the collections and individual
documents. Users are provided appropriate authentication and can
only access the services they are entitled to.
Between the version 2.x series and the version 3.x series, the
software architecture was redesigned using a module topology
20
21
22

http://wiki.greenstone.org/wiki/index.php/Manual
http://www.w3.org/XML/
http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt
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method [6]. For portabillity reasoons, Java
a was chhosen as the
implemeentation la
anguage, aand messaages encoded in XM
ML were used
to manage all com
mmunicatiion between modules.
Allthough

this

top
p-level

description
d
n

above

has

many
m

similarities with UMDL23 ((Universitty of Micchigan Diggital Librrary)
[7], on closer inspection
i
n Greensttone 3 has a vvery diffeerent
infrastru
ucture. Th
he Greensttone 3 diggital libra
ary system
m comprises of
a digitall library backend
b
aand a froont end-usser interfaace called
d the
reception
nist. An examplee of a simple standalone
s
e Greensstone
implemeentation [8
8] is illustrrated beloow in Figu
ure 16.

23

http://ww
ww.lib.umich
h.edu/digital--library-produ
uction-service-dlps
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Figure 16: An example of a standalone Greenstone site, reproduced
from “The design of Greenstone 3” [6]
The sample digital library shown in Figure 16 contains two
collections, called demo and fao, which are linked to a group of
services. All public functions provided by the digital library are
“services.” The

AddDocument

collection while the

service adds a document to a specified

ImportCollection

service converts the document

from its original format to the system specified format if required
and imports it into the system. The

BuildCollection

service builds

and manages the indexes and browsing structures of the collection.
The

ActivateCollection

function actives a new collection in the

system after which it can be viewed using the web interface. All
these services work in conjunction to form the digital library
collection.
From a user’s point of view, a collection within Greenstone 3
is a focused group of documents which can be accessed through a
uniform interface. From the system standpoint, the software can be
defined as a cluster of related services which are grouped together
by the data that encapsulates them. In the example shown in
Figure 16, there are three modules providing a set of four services.
The “Search” module manages the
module

manages

ResourceRetrieve

the

TextQuery

retrieval

service, the

of

service, the “Retrieve”

documents

MetadataRetrieve

using

the

service manages the
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retrieval of metadata, and the

ClassifierBrowse

service handles the

“Browse” function for the browsing of metadata. These combined
services provide searching and browsing functionality for the
Greenstone collection.
The Receptionist module shown in Figure 16 delivers a Webbased front end which acts as the main point of interaction with the
DL. The top-level layer to the software implementation is a Java
servlet which manages HTTP commands requests received via
URLs and arguments which are translated into an XML output for
the Receptionist. The Receptionist manages various types of
requests made to the digital library by the

MessageRouter.

Figure 17

illustrates the “raw presentation” of collection metadata in
Greenstone.
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F
Figure
17:
7: “Raw prresentation
n” of colleection mettadata
Message Parsing
he system
m uses extternal and
d internal messagees encloseed in
Th
message elements, which comprises of req
quests annd respon
nses.
Requestss received
d from ooutside, trrigger corrrespondinng action
ns in
Greenstoone 3. Thee requestss that are received from a seervlet are then
forwardeed to the Receptioonist. CGII argumen
nts are paassed via this
request which returns an XML paage and is
i rendereed in HT
TML.
Internal messages within the systtem follow
w a stanndard format.
Internal messagess contain
n multiplee requests and reesponses. The
number of respon
nses depeends on the
t
numb
ber of reqquests an
nd is
synchron
nous.
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External requests received by the Receptionist are redirected
to the appropriate Action module based on the action attribute.
Based on the arguments the Action will trigger internal requests to
the MessageRouter and returns the response to the Receptionist.
The Greenstone servlet transforms the data using XSLT and
renders HTML pages. The various types of internal requests are:
describe, process, format, system and status. The system’s main
work is performed by process requests.

(i)

‘describe’-type messages
This type of message can be sent to any of the system
modules. The response from the module is sent as a semipredefined XML.

(ii)

‘system’-type messages
The cached information in MessageRouter, Collection or
ServiceCluster can be updated by a System request. The
MessageRouter comprises of a set of Collection module which
communicate between each other. The MessageRouter also
contains XML information about the collection and returns
this upon request.

(iii)

‘format’-type messages
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These messages are used to format the search results,
document display structure, items classified in hierarchy.
Format statements are written in XSLT or GSF (GreenStone
Format). The receptionist converts the GSF to pure XSLT
syntax.
(iv)

‘status’-type messages
These messages are used to display the status of process-type
services. The requests to a process-service produce a status
indicating if the process has started successfully or is still
running.

(v)

‘process’-type messages
The main functionality of the system is handled by the
process requests and responses. The service that the process is
responding to determines the format of the message.

(vi)

‘security’-type messages
The maintenance of the collection relies on the underlying
security of the library software. Users are authenticated and
granted relevant permissions based on the username and
password combination provided.
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3.1.2. Collection Centric
Collections can be built within Greenstone using the
Greenstone Librarian Interface (GLI). New collections can be
replicated based on existing collections or built entirely as new
collections.

Each

of

the

collections

corresponding sub-folder with the

collect

in

Greenstone

has

a

folder. These collections

are self-contained and hold all the configuration and data within.
In this section we discuss the directory structure of
Greenstone and the various file formats used. Figure 18 shows the
structure of the

GSDL3HOME

directory followed by a brief description

of each of the directories, namely:
and

etc

with its contents.

import, archives, index, transform
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Figure 18: Directory structure of GSDL3HOME
(i)

Import folder
The

import

folder contains the source material of the

collection such as images, text, ocr, documents etc. Any
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metadata that is assigned manually to the documents using
the librarian interface are saved into this folder automatically
as XML files called
structure of

metadata.xml.

metadata.xml

Figure 19 shows the sample

file.

Figure 19: Structure of metadata.xml
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The import process (import.pl) collects the documents from
the import folder into the system and extracts the metadata
from the
(ii)

metadata.xml

file.

Archives folder
The

archives

folder stores the result of the import process.

This folder also contains two important database files:
archiveinf-doc.gdb

and

archiveinf-src.gdb,

incremental building. The

which are used for

archiveinf-doc.gdb

file contains the

information about the files that constitute each document,
and
the

archiveinf-src.gdb
import

The

records where these files came from in

folder.

archives

file of each document has its own folder in the

archives structure. The sub-folders within the archive folder
are named according to the document’s object identifier
(OID). The default method for assigning OIDs is based on
hashing

to

pseudo-random

number

depending

on

the

document content. The OID’s are character strings starting
with the letters

HASH

as shown in the example below.

HASHe14e36cba08bd41c663237

Each of the sub folders within the
doc.xml

archives

folder contains a

file. This file stores document structure and content
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details such as Section, Description and Content as shown in
Figure 20.

Figure 20: Structure of doc.xml
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(i)

Index folder
During the building process (buildcol.pl) a temporary
building

folder is created whose output is subsequently

moved to the

index

folder. This folder stores all the

information that is published to the end-user. The

index

folder contains the full-text index, database and hard linked if
available on the operating system used, otherwise the file is
copied.
A full-text index of the document collection contains the
position of each word and the number of times it occurs in
the collection. The default indexer for the collections is
MGPP which operates at the word level. The database
(GDBM by default) in the

index

folder is used to store and

retrieve the metadata information. Figure 21 shows a sample
of the

buildConfig.xml

which is located in the

index

folder.
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buildConfig.xml
<metadataList>

<serviceRackList>
<serviceRack>

<databaseType>

<databaseType name="gdbm" />

<indexList>
<classifier n<index name="allfields" shortname="ZZ" />ame="CL1"
content="dls.Title" />

<indexOptionList>
………...

<levelList>

<classifierList>

<classifier name="CL1" content="dls.Title" />

<classifier name="CL2" content="dls.Subject" />

Figure 21: Structure of buildConfig.xml

3.1.3. Ingest
The data flow diagram in Figure 22 illustrates the various
stages in batch driven collection building such as setting up the
environment variables, loading documents into folders, importing
documents into Greenstone and the final build process.
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Figure 22: The ingest process in Greenstone 3
After setting up the environment, the source files in digital
format and its text is stored as XML are used for the ingest process.
The XML content is imported into Greenstone and indexed, after
which the metadata is stored in GDBM databases. The Section
3.1.2 describes the import and build processes in Greenstone.
The Greenstone system provides the architecture and a
flexible environment to manage the librarian interface and the end-
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user web interface. The batch-driven ingest using GLI ensures a
consistent structure is maintained across the collection and
automates the repetitive processes, minimising the time consuming
and labour intensive activities.

3.2.

Greenstone relative to the requirements
We now turn our attention to a discussion of batch-driven

ingest, web-browser activated ingest, document creation and
deletion, editability of document metadata and annotations.

3.2.1. Batch-driven ingest process
Batch-driven ingest using command-line is adequately covered
in Section 3.1.3 so we start our discussion at the second
requirement.

3.2.2. Web-browser activated ingest process
Figure 23 illustrates the developed workflow of a web browser
activated ingest process. The collection is built using GLI and
available to be accessed from the web browser. Authenticated users
can download a document, make changes or edits using locally
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availablee resourcees and th
hen ingestt the file using thhe browseer. A
preview of the im
mported fiile is also displayed
d. The A
AJAX funcction
saves th
he ingested
d documeent asynch
hronously
y in the bbackgroun
nd to
the serv
ver. The manifest file main
ntains an
n inventoory of all the
individual files within th
he collecction. Th
he ingesteed docum
ment
instantly
y replacess the exxisting veersion witthout anny other user
interactiion.

F
Figure
23: Workflow
w of web-b
browser activated
ac
in
ingest proocess
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This drag and drop function is considered an important part
of the front-end interface. Even though the various browser-versions
offered today are very different in terms of platform support and
usability, these differences can be overcome to produce a useful web
application. As the properties and methods that the browsers offer
evolve this function can be further enhanced in the future to
improve the user experience.

3.2.3. Born Digital Document Creation and Deletion
The process of creating and managing direct-to-digital
content that was added to Greenstone was built on top of the
Seaweed framework [9] which enables the curator to interact with
web content in a manner which resembles a word processor. This
web based interface is used to create, edit or delete content based
on the assigned privileges. The collection can also be customized to
allow the editor to view the original image and the editable content
side-by-side to enable ease of use. The benefits of using this
approach to editing are:
 Decentralized maintenance which enables the system to be
managed completely from a web browser which helps
minimize errors within the workflow.
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 The system is geared towards non-technical users. Curators
with basic word processing knowledge will be able to create
and manage the content just like a computer application. No
knowledge of programming or HTML is required.
 The centralized authentication module ensures that only users
with the relevant rights and permissions are allowed to edit
content. All other users will only have read-only access to
view content.
 The usage of style sheets and a redesigned interface ensures a
consistent design is maintained across the library providing a
seamless user experience. The content and design templates
are stored separately to ensure that all sections are presented
with the same consistent design.
 Navigation is automatically generated and managed by the
Greenstone digital library software. All content is linked to
the related paged image.
 Content is stored in a Greenstones database centrally and can
be reused in any other section as per future requirements.
 Cooperation between the curators and content editors ensures
that updates are done quickly and makes them accountable
for the authored content.
A born digital document can be created from the web browser
interface which uses the Seaweed framework. This framework makes
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it a mod
deless systtem which
h supports the crea
ation and publishin
ng of
content. Once thee curator has creatted the content thhis is saveed in
serialized
d form to
o disk (seee Figure 20). The save funnction trig
ggers
the

reb
build

and

indexiing

of

the

con
ntent

andd

makess

it

instantan
neously av
vailable too the end-user.
Doocuments can be deleted directly
d
from
f
the web bro
owser
interfacee. The delete
d
fun
nction rem
moves th
he docum
ment and the
associateed files fro
om the

ar
rchives

foolder. This functionn also trig
ggers

the rebu
uild and in
ndexing oof the colllection. Figure 24 iillustratess the
workflow
w of a born
b
digital docu
ument creation annd docum
ment
deletion..

Figure 24:
2 Workfl
flow of bor
orn digitall documen
nt creationn and deleetion
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3.2.4. Editability of document metadata and structure
Document metadata and structure can be directly edited from
the web pages with a standard web browser, without the need for
switching between reading and editing modes. This technique
simplifies the editing process.
The seaweed framework [9] bridges the gap between viewing,
editing, and publishing making the content editable without the
need to reload any page. The functions implemented within
Seaweed mimic the actions of any common word processor like
copy, cut, paste and undo to name a few and enable the editability
of the metadata.
Figure 25 illustrates an overview of the Seaweed framework
and how the DOM interacts with it. The figure contains three main
sections, the web browser which displays the rendered output to the
user, the DOM tree which is managed using the client-side
JavaScript code and the Seaweed framework which presents the
editable view.
The Seaweed framework separates the structure of the
document and the content using CSS style sheets. The web page
which displays content is made up of editable sections whose
attributes are controlled using the HTML elements. The JavaScript
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function of Seaweeed capturre all key
yboard and mouse input trig
ggers
and perfforms thee actions in real-time. Thee code is optimized to
provide cross-brow
c
wser functtionality.

Figure 25: Overvview of th
he Seaweed
ed framewo
work
In addition
n to this fairly pedestrian
p
use of Seaweed, the
structuree of docu
uments caan now also
a
be ed
dited by dragging and
droppingg the structural elements as requ
uired. Alll of thiis is
facilitateed using a clientt-side framework which w
was developed
entirely using Ja
avaScript and confforms to the Docuument Ob
bject
Model24 (DOM) to comple tely manaage the editing
e
feaatures. Fiigure
26 illusttrates ho
ow the vvarious componen
c
nts withinn Greensstone

24

http://ww
ww.w3.org/D
DOM/
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collaborate with each other to provide the seamless editability of
document metadata and structure.

Figure 26: Workflow of document structure editor

Documents are ingested into Greenstone via a batch-driven
ingest process or web-browser activated ingest as described in
Section 3.2.2. The metadata and the structure are presented to the
user on a web browser interface from the Greenstone DL. Metadata
can be created, edited or removed using mouse gestures on the web
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browser. See Section 1.4.8 for an example of it in use. Similarly, the
structure of the collection which includes sections and sub-sections
can be edited by dragging and dropping into a different location.
Using this same drag and drop feature documents can also be
merged into existing sections as required. All of these features
provide the flexibility for the curators to manage the collections.

3.2.5. Annotations
The customized Greenstone DL software acts as a means of
managing and sharing text and photo annotations. Annotations can
be represented as comprehension, interpretation, cooperation and
revision [10]. Documents and images serve as a medium to help us
enhance our memory. A document or image can mean different
things to different people. The annotation helps one interpret the
meaning behind the document, adds more detail to the image and
helps to remind the owner and reader of events, locations and
people. From the advent of the digital age, the technology to
preserve documents digitally meant that the ability to keep
annotated visual records has become a necessity.
Annotations

serve

the

end-users

as

a

medium

for

unsupervised learning. Knowledge regarding facts, figures, dates,
incidents etc. can be captured and saved randomly at various
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instancess by diffferent p
people wh
ho have had exxperience and
knowledgge on the subject.
Th
he scenariios from d
different social med
dia illustraated in Fiigure
27 givee a pictorial rep
presentation of the varioous typess of
annotatiions.

Fig
igure 27: Pictorial
P
sscenarios from
f
blogg
gging/socia
ial media
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Image Annotation:
Image annotations can be divided into text over image
annotation and metadata.

Text over image annotation:
Descriptions in the form of comments or notes made either on
an element or on specific parts of the image. These annotations are
tagged based on the specific pixel location values and provides
detailed information about the object or position it is pointing to.

Metadata:
The title, captions and metadata related to the image are
mapped internally. These are made available to the user when
required.
The advantages of using annotations are that they provide
clear identification of notes and comments. Any time an annotation
is tagged to an image, it appears beside the item. This identifies the
object and the label that refers to it. The annotation tag identifies
the section of the image which it refers to and marks it with defined
borders around the annotated region.
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Text Annotation
Annotating25 is similar to marking notes on pages and is an
excellent way of making the most out of the document. Integrating
search within annotations makes it easy to find important
information quickly for reviewing any text. It enables one to become
familiar with the content and structure of the collection. It also
provides a platform for engaging ideas and issues directly through
comments, questions and associations. An annotation should serve
as a medium to share the thoughts and ideas of the scholars.
Highlighting or underlining key words and phrases has been a
common method to annotate books. Bringing this method to a web
based platform makes it easier to review documents.
 The main uses of text annotations [10] are:
 Adding explanation
 Giving examples
 Providing factual evidence
 Considering an opposing view
 Comments and Responses

25

https://github.com/okfn/annotator#readme
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Figure 28 shows a summary of the lifecycle of an annotation
and its functions as implemented in Greenstone for this project.

Figure 28: Annotator dataflow diagram
The annotations are saved as metadata and indexed either by
the annotation text or its corresponding metadata elements using
AJAX initiated ‘ingest’ capability as described in Section 3.2.2. The
searching and indexing of the annotation text and metadata is
managed independently from the application which is used to view
the document.
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Chapter 4: Developing the Pei Jones Collection

In this chapter, we discuss how the Pei Jones collection was
developed and implemented, starting with building the collection
followed by the various functionalities which were implemented as
per the requirements stated in Section 1.2.

4.1. Introduction
The late Dr. Pei Te Hurinui Jones was one of the most
prominent Māori scholars of the last century. An Interactive User
Repository for his manuscripts has been developed as part this
project. This invaluable content is currently preserved in physical
form at the Mahi Mareikura, University of Waikato. This
interactive system based on the analysis in Chapter 2, Greenstone
digital library platform was designed to assist the scholars and
librarians materials that the digital library is designed to store.
A digital version from the University of Waikato’s library on
Dr. Pei Te Hurinui Jones special collection inspires one to think
about this indigenous language and its historical contribution. The
knowledge gained from past generations need to be preserved for
the future.

Around the world, institutions are in the process or

have already set up digital libraries which are being studied and
developed by scholars and practitioners. A Case Study of Pei Jones
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Collectioon aims to provvide the scholars and ussers with
h an
interactiive manag
gement syystem thaat handless multilinngual digittized
documen
nts. It is
i necess ary to appreciate the ccomplexity
y of
documen
nts and manuscript
m
ts, and th
he type of raw mateerials thatt the
digital liibrary is designed
d
tto store in
n order to
o develop a system that
addressees all the requireme
r
ents as staated in Section 1.2.
Fiigure 29 shows soome representativee sampless taken from
documen
nts that are
a to be used as a case study for tthe collection:
letters, manuscrip
m
pts and ph
hotos.

Figure 29:
2 Samplle documeents from the collecction
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These manuscripts have (prior to this project) gone through a
digitization process which involves scanning, Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) and archival in digital format. The nature and
type of manuscripts presented various challenges during the
digitization process, making this a labour intensive process. These
include,
1. Accuracy in the conversion of text by the OCR software.
2. Limitations in the ability to detect and convert hand written
text.
3. Lack of a standardized method of indexing, storage and
presenting

metadata

for

the

digitized

multilingual

manuscripts.

4.2. Building a Pei Jones Collection
The Pei Jones digital collection was created using the batch
driven ingest process as described in Section 3.1.3 and the steps
involved in importing the digital content into the collection were
followed. Figure 30 shows the output of the Pei Jones collection as
viewed through the web browser end-user interface.
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Figuree 30: Outpput of thee Pei Jonees Collectiion

Th
he following two coonfiguratiion files are
a also crreated as part
of

the

colleection,

buildConfig.xml.

26
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collec
ctionConfi
ig.xml

and

tags, deesign
Thesee files hoold the metadata
m

elementss and all related iinformatioon that are
a speciffic to thee Pei
Jones coollection. The
T configuration files are encoded
e
uusing standard
UTF-8 format.
f
collection
nConfig.x
xml
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he configu
uration filees [8] of th
he Pei Jon
nes collecction are made
m
up of keey metadata elemeents such
h as title, collectionn description,
text to be displa
ayed for iindexes and
a
forma
at in whicch the seearch
26

http://ww
ww.greenston
ne.org/docs/ggreenstone3/manual.pdf
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results need to be displayed. The
the

collection

metadata

<displayItemList>

element

<metadataList>

for

Pei

specifies

Jones
the

element specifies
collection.

collections

The

language

dependent information, such as the section details and document
title. The information related to the display of the search index and
results is managed by the

<search>

element. The

holds information on the classifiers and the
managed

the

<displayItem>
<browse>

structure

of

the

displayed

<browse>

element

<display>

element

document.

element is encapsulated within the

<search>

The
and

element and provides title information which is used by

the indexes or classifiers. All instructions related to the formatting
of the nodes within the results are stored in the

<format>

element.

buildConfig.xml
The

buildConfig.xml

[8] file is generated during the build

process of the collection. Information related to the collection such
as metadata and the number of documents is stored in this file.
Information related to the

ServiceRack

classes is also stored in this

file. All information related to the built-in services is held in this
ServiceRack.
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4.3. Building a Māori Language N-Gram Profile
The Pei Jones collection comprises of a variety of multilingual
documents, many of which are in Māori language. Therefore the
automatic detection of Māori language metadata was a key
requirement, however automatic detection of this language was
absent from the basic Greenstone installation and consequently for
the Pei Jones collection, steps were taken to rectify this.

4.3.1. N-Gram-Based Text Categorization
N-gram27 is a “Contiguous sequence of n items from a given
sequence.” N-grams [11] can also be defined as a sequence of words
or terms, where N represents the length of the word or term. Any
word taken from a document can be represented as a sequence of
overlapping N-grams. The definition of N-grams also considers
spaces on either end of a word when the term is analysed. An
example of this is shown below.
For example, the N-gram [12] sequence for the word “TEST” can be
represented as:
bi-grams

_T, TE, ES, ST, T_

tri-grams

_TE, TES, EST, ST_, T__

27

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N-gram
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quad-grams

_TES, TEST, EST_, ST__, T___

In the example shown above the bi-gram consists of two
character sequences while tri-gram takes three character sequences
and so on. The N-gram language identification algorithm builds a
frequency list of all possible sequences for every word in the whole
document. This is then compared with known sequences from all
possible languages and returns a probability based result.
This method of matching words based on its N-gram
sequence is very accurate since it breaks every word into smaller
parts and errors from mismatched words only affects a minimal
number of N-grams terms. All the remaining words get an accurate
match resulting in an overall high accuracy rate.
Other methods of language detection using principles of
natural language parsing have proven to be more complex and yield
less accurate results [13]. The accuracy of the detection process is
consistent since it calculates the result based on statistical
probability of N-gram occurrences and not the actual occurrence of
the word.

4.3.2. Generating a Plain Text Corpus for Māori
NGramJ is a Java library used for automatic language
recognition based on the N-gram technique. It uses language profiles
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by coun
nting the characteer sequen
nces, whicch are thhen used
d for
languagee detection. The ap
pplication uses a co
ommand-lline Java API
to perforrm these tasks. Fiigure 31 illustrates
i
s the stepps involveed in
creating a Māori language
l
N
N-Gram profile
p
for use in Grreenstone.

Figuree 31: Step
ps involvedd in generrating a Māori N-G
Gram Proffile

he Wikipeedia Extrractors Tooolkit28 wa
as used t o analysee the
Th
Māori laanguage Wikipedia
W
a dump 29 which co
omprises oof the larrgest

28

http://ww
ww.evanjones.ca/softwaree/wikipedia2ttext.html
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collection
n of Māori articcles freely
y availab
ble on thhe web. The
extracted
d Māori articles
a
aree converteed into XML
X
files and then to a
plain tex
xt form. These plaain text files conttain the ffinal language
corpus extracted
e
from Wiikipedia. Running the
the text file created produ
uces the

mi.ngp
m

ngra
am.jar

aga
ainst

(M
Māori langguage N-g
gram

profile)
he functio
onality off the new
w Māori la
anguage pprofile can
n be
Th
tested by adding the

mi.n gp

file to the lang
guage foldder. Figurre 32

below sh
hows the output off the langguage deteection testt on a sam
mple
Māori laanguage fiile resultiing in Māori (mi) 86.3%, R
Romanian (ro)
8.5% and
d Italian (it)
( 0.9% being the top threee ranked cchoices.

Figuree 32: N-grram based
d Languagge Detectio
ion

29

http://du
umps.wikimedia.org/backkup-index.htm
ml
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4.3.3. Automatic detection of Māori metadata
The Māori language profile has been integrated into
Greenstone by adding the N-gram Read Text Plugin via a Perl
module. The Java N-gram solution then detects the Māori language
metadata accurately.
The

ReadTextFile

contains all the functions required by the

plugin. It reads the file and sets up the metadata which is saved in
doc_obj,

and then returns

get_language_encoding

(process_status,doc_obj).

The function

removes all the HTML tags and returns an

array containing the language and encoding information.
The

ngramj.pm

is a Perl module which includes the functions

required to import the JAR files and parses the result and returns it
into an array in the form of

'lang-encode'.

The extracted metadata by the plugin, can be viewed via the
Greenstone librarian interface when the collection has been built.
Figure 33 below shows a snapshot of the Māori language detection
plugin via the librarian interface.
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Figure 33: Māorri language
ge detectioon within the librarrian interfface

4.4.

Z
Zoom
functionalityy
Leegibility is a key aspect in
n this collection beecause off the

volume of conten
nt that is handw
written. The
T
abilitty to quickly
magnify specific portions
p
oof the im
mage for a detailedd view fro
om a
web broowser heelps overrcome th
he limitattions of the orig
ginal
documen
nt.
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The Zoomer JQuery plugin30 is a useful open-source 3rd party
JavaScript library, which was identified, that magnifies sections of
the image as the mouse moves over the image and consequently was
integrated into the document view to the Pei Jones collection. Since
the Zoomer uses a

jQuery 31 plugin, the jQuery library is loaded

first followed by the plugin file which then invokes the new function
on the area that needs to be zoomed. This function is flexible and
fully customizable via CSS.
There are five parts to a Zoomer area. This allows flexibility
in customizing each part, including the ability of having the “small”
area with different content from the “large” zooming area.
 The Wrap – Wraps the text around the designated area.
 Small Image – The default viewable area that zooms when
there is a “mouse over” action.
 Large Image – The content viewable through the Zoomer.
 Overlay – The zooming box that follows the mouse
movement.
 Mover – A wrap for the large area and overlay.
The document view in Greenstone for this collection has been
customized such that on loading the page a screen-view image is
30
31

http://css-tricks.com/anythingzoomer-jquery-plugin/
http://docs.jquery.com/Downloading_jQuery
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initially displayed
d. The zooomer can be activa
ated by cllicking on
n any
part of the imagee. A fixed
d area around the mouse ggets magn
nified
when cliicked usin
ng the fulll size imagge. The movement
m
of the mouse
m
changes the zoom
med area and it folllows the position of the mouse
m
movemen
nt. Figuree 34 illusttrated thee steps inv
volved in aactivating
g the
zoom fun
nctionality
y in the P
Pei Jones collection
n.

Figuree 34: Actiivating the
he Zoom functionalit
fu
ity
Th
he zoom functional
f
lity uses a combina
ation of JaavaScript and
Cascadin
ng Style Sheets
S
(CS
SS) to ach
hieve the result of zooming on a
specific location. Within th
he Pei Joones collecction the image pllugin
has been
n configured so th
hat every image iss saved aas three sizes,
s
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namely: thumbnail, screen-view image and large image. When a
page is loaded the screen-view image is displayed by default. When
the zoom function is activated, the script computes the relative
position of the mouse on the image, using the X and Y coordinates
and loads the large image with the corresponding coordinates. This
gives an effect of zooming in on a specific location.
The

Zoomer

readyImagesForZoom()

is stored in the

is

loaded

by

calling

the

function

when loading the page. The screen-view image

screenViewImageDiv

method accesses the elements

variable. The

noZoomImage

and

getElementById()

wrap.

The expansion

size is set to 50 as the default for the Pei Jones collection.
The

addzoom

function is triggered anytime an image is clicked.

This activates the Zoomer function to loads the magnified image.
On clicking the image and if the zoom is currently active or during
exit of the function the

removezoom

function to loaded and the

zoomer is cleared from view. Figure 35 shows us how a zoom
function is used to magnify a specific location of the image.
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Fig
igure 35: A sample of Zoom function
f

4.5. Teext Anno
otation
An
nnotationss are use d to captture, tracck and seaarch for text,
tags and
d users of
o a docu
ument. By
y capturiing user feedback and
which can
activity, a historiic record of the activity is created w
n be
tagged to
t the lifeecycle of the actu
ual docum
ment. Thee flowcharrt in
Figure 36
3 describes the daata flow path
p
when
n annotatiions are made
m
or viewed on the Pei
P Joness collection
n.
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Figure 36: A Text Annotation dataflow diagram

The text annotator 32 integrated into the document view of
Greenstone uses JQuery at its core and can be invoked by calling
the

.annotator()

a

collection

function. Including the
of

plugins

.annotator("setupPlugins").

which

annotator-full.min.js

are

called

by

loads

running

The annotations are stored along with

the metadata and can be indexed either by the annotation text or
its corresponding metadata elements. This provides the application
the ability to group documents with similar annotations. The
searching and indexing of the annotation text and metadata is
managed independently from the application used to view the
document. The flowchart in Figure 37 lists the annotator functions.

32

https://github.com/okfn/annotator
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Figure 37: An annotator dataflow diagram
The annotator plugins that perform the various actions such
as tagging, saving and authentication are listed below.
Tags Plugin:
This plugin allows the user to tag their annotations with
keywords. The tags plugin uses two elements,

VIEWER

to add a

section to a viewed annotation displaying any tags that have been
added, and

EDITOR

which adds an input field to the editor allowing

the user to enter a space separated a list of tags. This plugin can be
initialised by calling
Store Plugin:

.annotator('addPlugin', 'Tags').
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The store plugin sends annotations to the server to be saved
in the database.
The following actions are performed by the store plugin
read: This GETs all annotations and is initialised by calling
.loadAnnotations().

On receiving this request the Server

returns an array of annotations serialised as JSON.
create: This POSTs an annotation to the server and is called
when the annotator invokes the event

.annotationCreated().

The annotation is updated with the data and saved in the
database.
update: This PUTs an annotation on the server and is called
when the annotator invokes the

.annotationUpdated()

event.

destroy: This plugin issues a DELETE request to the server
for the respective annotation.
search: This calls the search function which is integrated into
the Greenstone digital library and gets indexed automatically
or when a rebuild is triggered.
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Auth Plugin:
The Auth plugin compliments the Store Plugin by providing
authentication for all requests. The plugin works by requesting an
authentication token from the server and then provides this in all
requests to the store.
The

authToken

consumerKey:

userId:

comprises five parts:

the key issued by the administrator

the unique identifier of the User and the browser

authTokenIssueTime:

the formatted timestamp when the token was

issued
authTokenTTL:

the length of time in seconds for which the token is

valid
authToken:

the final auth token itself

The Pei Jones collection uses a customized Auth token
setting which is stored in the database. The implementation of the
token file is shown below. Figure 38 illustrates the output of the
Annotator plugin after integration into the Pei Jones collection.
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Figure 38: The ooutput off the Annootator plug
ugin

4.6. Im
mage Ann
notation
Im
mage Anno
otation33 iintegrated
d into Greeenstone uuses a pro
ocess
of assign
ning metad
data elem
ments for captioning
c
g and taggging keyw
words
to speciffic section
ns of an im
mage. Thiis implem
mentation is a collecction
of JavaS
Script funcctions for annotatin
ng imagess.
A new photto annotaation can be
b triggerred on thee web pag
ge by
New photoo annotatiion” butto
on. When this butto
on is
clicking on the “N
t functiion
clicked the
33

AddNot
te()

is evoked. Thiis functio n also defines

http://csss-tricks.com/
/examples/A nythingZoom
mer/text.php
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the (default) start position via coordinates specified in the script
and calls the respective function like SAVE, DELETE in response
to the user’s interaction with the post-it style widget that appears..
When the annotation has been entered clicking on the SAVE
button calls the function

saveFunction().

The saving of data occurs

in three locations, namely the Index, Archive and Import with the
note.id

are

as the key field. The three parameters passed to the server

metaname, metavalue

and

metapos.

The saved annotations can be viewed by rolling over the
mouse on the image. When the rollover annotation is displayed,
clicking on it also brings up the controls to Save/Cancel/Delete the
image annotation. An existing or new note can be deleted by
clicking on the DELETE button which calls the function
deleteFunction(note).

This removes the instance of the note from

the Index, Archive and Import locations and finally synchronises
the page with the server. Figure 39 illustrates an output of the
Image annotator plugin after integration into the Pei Jones
collection.
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Figurre 39: The
he output of
o Image annotation
a
on

4.7. Ad
dding an
nd search
hing for Text
T
and Image m
metadata
a
Th
he requirements fo
for a worrkflow ba
ased arouund text and
image an
nnotations were prrimarily too address issues off ambiguitty in
the con
ntent. Th
his may be noticced and correctedd during the
translatiion or tra
ansliteratiion stagees by thee librarianns of con
ntent
such as handwrittten letterrs and photographss.. For exxample, in
n the
documen
nt shown in Figure 40, the user
u
has su
ubmitted a clarifica
ation
regarding the amb
biguity in
n the locattion namees of Rotoorua and Lake
L
Rotorua.
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Figgure 40: Example
E
of annotati
tion suppoorting the workflow
w

he Pei Jones collecction inclu
udes a neew metad ata set which
w
Th
has been
n created using
u
the Enrich view from GLI. Thee interfacee can
be custoomized by
b name, namespace and descriptiion. This set
inherits and prop
pagates th
his across all its ellements. E
Elements and
sub-elem
ments can also be sspecified. The lists are assign
gned meta
adata
sets and
d can be edited
e
or removed. Figure 41
4 shows tthe process of
adding custom
c
meetadata too the Pei Jones colllection.
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Figure 41: Addin
ing custom
m Metadatta using G
GLI
uilding th
he collection creattes two metadata
m
files, nam
mely
Bu
gstext.m
mds

and

gsimg.mds

in the Pei
P Jones metadataa folder. This

metadata file co
ontains atttributes like textt, tags aand user. The
indexList such as gstext.ta
ags, gste
ext.text, gstext.us
ser are crreated

within thee buildcon
nfig.xml ffile as liste
ed below. Once thee metadatta is

created the annottation’s teext, tags and user name aree listed under
u
the searcch filter. When
W
thee annotatiion is sav
ved the coollection needs
n
to be rebuilt
r
fo
or indexin
ng to en
nable thee new coontent to
o be
searchab
ble.
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The search functionality in Greenstone has the ability to
search the contents of documents in a collection. Apart from the
normal search, one of the key requirements was the ability to search
within text and photo annotations. Searches can be performed using
either the Simple Search or the Advanced Search feature. In order
to enable search within annotated text and images all that was
needed was the inclusion of appropriate (index) elements within the
collection configuration file (see Section 4.2). This was done using
GLI.
The Pei Jones collection uses MG++ 34 a successor to MG
“Managing Gigabytes” [11] developed to be more efficient at
representing multiple indexes through word level indexes, with the
added benefit of fielded and proximity based searching. The Pei
Jones collection has a purpose built form based search interface
which can be accessed from the preferences page of the collection.
Fielded searched can be performed on any specified metadata
element.
An example of the query operators supported are:
Boolean operators:
& AND | OR ! NOT,

which can be encased in () for grouping and

precedence

34

http://www.greenstone.org/manuals/mgpp_user.pdf
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Term modifiers:
#i

- case insensitive

#c

- case sensitive

#u

- unstemmed

#s

- stemmed

Proximity searching:
Searching for a phrase uses a strict proximity based method
for matching the terms. The phrase must contain the query terms
in the same order.
The maximum distance between the two query terms is
specified using NEARx. Based on this predefined value a positive
profile match is returned.
Fielded searching:
[terms]:Field

specifies the particular field within which the

search must be performed. This can also be a metadata element
from the document which is to be searched. The metadata element
in the collection is represented by the field name.
Figure 42 shows a sample search for a text annotation within
the Pei Jones collection. A search for all annotations made by a
specific user containing the selected text returns the result which
takes the user to the page which has that specific annotation.
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Fig
igure 42: A Text An
Annotation
n Search within
w
Greeenstone

4.8. Brrowse, View and Edit con
ntent
Doocuments can be l ocated in
n the Pei Jones colllection either
using brrowse by titles orr filenamees. The document
d
can then
n be
identified
d and vieewed by n
navigatingg through
h the list and seleccting
the app
propriate item.

T
The origin
nal image and O
OCR text are

displayed
d side by
y side. Th
his layout has been
n used to facilitatee the
simplified editing
g process by allow
wing the curators to view the
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image an
nd the tex
xt on thee same page. This enables
e
thhe curatorrs to
comparee and valiidate the content without having too navigatte to
different pages or open m
multiple pages.
p
Fig
gure 43 iillustratess the
browsingg by filen
name to locate th
he documents in tthe Pei Jones
J
collection
n and thee side-by-sside layou
ut of image and textt.

Fi
Figure
43: Browse
B
by filenamee and the layout off output
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The Pei Jones collection utilizes the integrated editing
framework called Seaweed [9] (Seamless Web Editing) described in
Section 3.2.4. The content editor can be activated using the edit
content button and modifications can be made directly on the page.
The edit structure button activates the structure edit mode where
the metadata can the added, modified or deleted and the structure
of the document can be modified.
The framework uses WYSIWYG in-place editing features.
The document is split into editable sections which can be modified
using a web browser. The elements can be categorized into five
types: Zones, Boxes, Fields, Images and Links. Editable text areas
which contain formatting are called Fields. A combination of links,
images and fields are called boxes and are represented as a HTML
template. A zone can contain within it a combination of zones and
boxes. These zones can be re-arranged and inner boxes can be
created and deleted. The main advantage of using this framework
with AJAX is to save the content asynchronously; avoiding issues
related to page reload. Figure 44 below illustrates the workflow of
editing the content and metadata dynamically in the Pei Jones
collection.
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Figure 44: Editin
ng contentt dynamiccally on th
he Pei Jonnes collect
ction
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4.9. Image upload and download process
The image upload and download process implemented in the
Pei Jones collection uses the web-browser activated ingest process
as described in Section 3.2.2. This ingest process uses the jQuery
File Upload Plugin
jquery.fileupload.js

35

which consists of a basic version of

providing

jquery.fileupload-ui.js

the

File

Upload

API

and

providing a complete user interface. This

plugin uses the function

jQuery.ajax()

to perform the file upload

requests.
The main parameters passed to the plugin are
dataType

url, type

and

as described below.

url:
This is the string which contains the URL to which the
request is sent.
type:
This is the method of HTTP requests for the file uploads.
This can either be “POST” or “PUT.”
dataType:

35

https://github.com/blueimp/jQuery-File-Upload
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This is the type of data that the server sends back to the
client. This is by default set to “json”
The integration of this plugin into the Pei Jones collection
enables users to download an image, make changes or edits as
required locally then upload the file using the browser. The image is
uploaded asynchronously in the background using AJAX. The
update can be activated using the browser button or drag and drop
function.
Figure

45

illustrates

the

workflow

of

uploading

and

downloading images from the web browser. The image was
downloaded and saved to a local folder as shown in the first image.
The image was then enhanced using 3rd party software and
uploaded to the web browser using drag-and-drop.
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1

2

3

Figure 45: Image
ge upload and down
nload proccess
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Chapter 5: Expert Evaluation

5.1. Introduction
In this chapter we cover the expert evaluation of the
interactive user management system by the targeted digital
librarians. This evaluation was aimed at assessing the functionality,
users experience and identifying any problems with the system. The
experts analysed the entire system from different perspectives and
identified opportunities for improvement in the user interface and
the inclusion of additional functionality.
The expert evaluation also aims to understand the system in
its

entirety

and

identify

any

potential

bottlenecks

and

inconsistencies. The system should cater to different usage styles,
easy navigation and the access of information in a logical manner.
The system should be thoroughly checked for errors and provide
audit logs of messages generated by the system.
After considering the target audience and the skills matrix of
the curators, the Heuristic Evaluation [14] process was identified as
the best solution to evaluate the user interface and workflows.
Heuristic evaluation [14] is defined as the “usability engineering
method” of identifying problems related to the design of the user
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interface and its usability. This evaluation process is one of the
most widely used methods of usability inspection due to the time to
implement, cost and ease of us. The heuristic evaluation of the
interactive user system was carried out by experts from the
Computer Science and Māori departments.
Based on the guidelines for the classification of heuristics by
Weinschenk and Barker and the Ten Usability Heuristics 36 by
Jakob Nielsen [15] the following categories were studied and
evaluated.

5.2. Visibility of System Status
Every time a document is edited or saved within the Pei
Jones collection the indexing was done automatically in the
background using the web interface. The only indication of this
activity was the browser status, which showed that it was awaiting
a response from the server. Based on the feedback, a notification
mechanism was added into the system to give an indication of the
system operation taking place at that instant.
The indexing process is triggered automatically when editing
the structure, editing content and annotating an image. The status
of the indexing process is displayed by notifying the user about the
process. Figure 46 shows the indexing notification when editing the

36

http://web.cs.wpi.edu/˜kal/courses/hci/module6/neilsen10heuristics.htm
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structuree and Fiigure 47 shows the
t
index
xing notiffication when
w
editing the
t conten
nt. Figuree 48 showss the indeexing notiffication which
w
is display
yed each time an im
mage ann
notation iss saved.

Fi
Figure
46: Build
B
noti
tification when
w
editting the sttructure

F
Figure
47: Build not
otification when edit
iting the ccontent
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Figurre 48: Buil
ild notificaation when
en saving an
a image annotatioon

nce the text
t
annootation usses custom
mized moodule, when a
Sin
text ann
notation iss saved too a docum
ment, the user
u is proompted with a
message to rebuiild the i ndex. Th
his modulle is desiigned in this
manner so that th
he user caan add mu
ultiple annotations on each page
and wheen all ann
notations are comp
pleted thee index caan be reb
built.
On initiating thee build, the user is
i notified
d about tthe rebuillding
status ass shown in
n Figure 449.
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Figu
ure 49: Bu
uild notific
fication wh
hen savingg a text an
annotation
n

5.3. Usser Control and F
Freedom
Th
he editing
g of conteent is predominan
ntly used by librarrians
who are familia
ar with word processing applicattions. Heence,
providing the lib
brarian w
with the flexibility to reverrt back to a
previously edited state w as consid
dered a key
k
featurre. The undo
u
feature has been
n implemeented in two prim
mary areaas which are
content undo and structuree undo.
Content undo:
Th
he undo feature
f
du
uring conttent editin
ng is enabbled using
g the
edit actiion modell provided
d by Seaw
weed. The undo ediiting actio
on is
executed
d by the undo maanager wh
hich main
ntains a history of
o all
transactiions on the
t
page. This hisstory con
nsists of a sequencce of
actions which
w
aree split into a seriess of opera
ations andd governed
d by
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the operrations manager. T
The undo action ca
an be trigggered by
y the
windowss undo sh
hortcut coommand

Ctrl+Z
C
.

Fiigure 50 iillustratess the

undo acttion as performed oon the broowser to revert textt changes..

Figgure 50: C
Content undo
un usingg Ctrl+Z

Structurre undo:
Ed
diting thee structurre involves adding, removingg and editing
metadata and stru
ucture. Prrior to thee user feedback, maaking cha
anges
to the sttructure was
w a rigid
d process.
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Th
he structu
ure undo maintain
ns a history of the actions from
the timee the pagee was ren
ndered. By
y triggerin
ng the unndo action
n the
page rev
verts back to the initially rendered
d structurre. The undo
u
action can be acttivated byy clickingg on the undo buttton from
m the
structuree edit seection. Fiigure 51 illustrates the unndo action
n as
performeed on the browser tto revert structural
s
l changes.

Figure 511: Structur
ure undo activated
a
on
o buttonn click
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5.4. Aesthetic Integrity
Evaluation

of

aesthetic

integrity

aimed

to

test

the

functionality and usability of the design while maintaining a unified
standard. The user feedback regarding aesthetic integrity mandated
that the collection should be visually appealing and consistently
maintain the visual design principles. The proportions and
alignment of the elements need to be clearly defined. This is vital
since it can determine the users attitude and response to the
collection.
Using

standardised

Cascading

style

sheets

(CSS)

the

positioning, layout, font, colours and style of the entire web site is
maintained. This separates the content from the HTML elements to
maintain a coherent and well-structured web site with a
standardised layout and navigation. Elements on the web page such
as buttons and input boxes (which are used for specific operations)
have also been standardised using CSS.
Figure 52 shows the Pei Jones collection with a consistent
design model maintained across the web page. The look and feel of
the buttons and navigation are also consistent across the collection.
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F
Figure
522: Aestheti
tic integritty maintaained using
ng CSS

5.5. Fllexibility and efficciency off use
W
With
frequ
uent use of the text
t
anno
otation faacility in the
collection
n, multip
ple annottations crreated by
y differennt users may
appear on
o a singlee page wh
hich may lead
l
to difficulty inn searching for
specific annotatio
a
ns. Based
d on the feedback
f
received a filter pllugin
was inclluded with
h the ann
notations to enable the useer to naviigate
and filter specific annotatioons on a page.
p
his filter plugin
p
add
ds a browser-like to
oolbar to tthe top of the
Th
page wh
hich conta
ains the avvailable fiilters thatt can be aapplied to
o the
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current annotatio
ons. Thee toolbar has thrree main componeents,
namely: navigatio
on, filter by user and
a
filter by annootation. When
W
the user name is entered iin the filtter by fieeld, the annnotator only
highlightts annotations creaated by th
hat user. The naviigation arrows
can be used
u
to na
avigate seqquentially
y from onee annotatiion to ano
other
while highlighting
g the currrent annootation with
w
a diffferent colour.
Filteringg by useer name and an
nnotation only hhighlights the
annotatiions which
h match b
both condiitions. Fiigure

55

shows

filter plu
ugin toolbar used in
n the Pei Jones colllection.

Figure 533: Filter pl
plugin toollbar for teext annotaations

the
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Figure 54:
54 Using ffilter by user
u for tex
xt annotaations

Fi
Figure
55: Using
U
filte
ter by userr and filteer by annootations

Th
he expert evaluatiion of the interacttive user managem
ment
system assessed
a
the
t functiionality and
a
users experiencce. Additiional
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functionalities such as visibility of system status, user control,
aesthetic integrity, flexibility and efficiency were incorporated into
the system based on the feedback received from the librarians.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

In this chapter we conclude this thesis with a discussion of
how a general purpose DL has provided a flexible and cohesive
environment

through

a

single

unified

web

based

interface

supporting management and end-user roles to access and share
information simultaneously.

6.1. Contributions
Based on a detailed study of the user requirements, a
customized framework has been developed that supports batch
driven and web based ingest of content, a streamlined process to
create, edit and delete documents from a web browser, improved
accessibility and a workflow control for document creation and
editing using annotations.
The

end

result

brings

the

concept

of

sharing

and

collaboration from the social media spectrum into the digital library
realm. The option of annotating provides a centralized platform
where information can be shared between users and librarians as
well as among each other’s groups.
This newly developed system provides a static and dynamic
method of editing the structure and content. The simplified user
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interface and its similarity to common word processing applications
means a shorter learning curve for users which in turn results in
quicker adoption and an improved user experience.
The full text and metadata search capability provided by
Greenstone with the addition of searching within annotations
ensures that all the information can be easily located and accessed
by the user irrespective of which part of the system it is stored in.
Specific to the needs of the Pei Jones collection, image
content was stored in a structured hierarchical format within the
system engineered in such a way that it could be easily accessed
from the web interface or from the local file system. The web
interface provides the user the ability to easily download (optionally
adjust the image with locally installed applications) and upload
images with a minimal number of clicks or by using common
windows functions such as drag and drop.
The legibility of the image content is ensured with the option
of dynamically zooming into specific sections of the image. This
provides a quick method of viewing the detailed information
without leaving the page or waiting to load a detailed image.
This developed work built on the Greenstone digital library
platform and has provided a means for the scholars and librarians
to manage and publish information easily using a common web
based platform.
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6.2. Future Work
The Pei Jones case study provides a useful blue-print for
other collections of personal artefacts. The following functionality
would be useful extensions to the developed work.
Approval based workflow System – Building a workflow
based system developed on hierarchical approval will provide an
ideal platform for vetting content before publically publishing. This
will ensure accuracy and accountability of the content being
published.
Audio and Video content with annotation – Development of a
multimedia hosting platform will enable the preservation of audio
and video data digitally. The inclusion of multimedia annotations
will add variety to the collection and make it more meaningful to
the user.
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